
EDGESOURCE END-TO-END
COUNTER-sUAS SOLUTIONS

COUNTER THE THREAT sUAS PRESENT
TO DEFENSE AND CIVILIAN MISSIONS  

From hazard to threat, organizations across the world trust Edgesource to detect, identify, and protect their airspace. 

Based on your needs and threat level, we design the right solution - 
including sensors, systems, integrations, and training.   

INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS 

Quickly and securely display and analyze sUAS activity and create real-time intelligence reports with our Dowding™ single pane common 
operating picture platform. This secure, cloud-based interface provides unprecedented Find-Fix-Finish (F3) positioning for pilot and sUAS – for 
the intelligence/incident analysis user, the BDOC/tactical level user, embassy/base level user, or strategic theater-level user.

Attribution data includes operator location, home point (take-off), and flight track data. Real-time notification of drone activity allows for 
user-defined zones of interest, threat warnings, and alerts via SMS or email. Intuitive integrations with Windtalker™ and other systems and 
sensors seamlessly mesh sensor data for easy consumption, correlation, and rapid response.

With its intuitive design, Dowding™ can be deployed and used by end operators with minimal training in less than an hour.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

Military, civilian, intelligence gathering, law enforcement, and 
public safety agencies – in the homeland, host nations, and 
contingency locations – rely on Edgesource to detect, identify, 
track, and protect their airspace.  

UNPARALLELED, END-TO-END COUNTER 
DRONE DEFENSE SOLUTION

Cutting-edge end-to-end technology that identifies the 
threats posed by nefarious sUAS

An integrated suite of sensors, analysis, reporting, 
forensics, and exploitation in a unified and
proven platform

Easy to implement, set-up in minutes not hours

Secure, cyber-hardened cloud platform (ATO pending
and “fast track” to spectrum and 130i/124n
coordination approvals)

Top-tier training and support

SOLUTIONS

Dowding™

Gain the situational awareness needed to respond to drone threats. Our cyber-hardened 
Windtalker™ Counter-sUAS (C-sUAS) system detects and locates drones, their 
operators, and more, within a range of 20–35 kilometers. 

Designed to detect DJI and non-DJI drones (V3Extend) and drone swarms, Windtalker™ 
detects 30+ data fields including serial number, drone location, home location, operator 
location, velocity, and altitude.

Fully networked, Windtalker™ exports data to a wide variety of visualization tools 
(ATAK, Ninja, Medusa, FAADC2, ESRI, other C2 systems, etc.) and provides a common 
operating picture with flight correlation over a wide geographic area. Windtalker is also 
fully Sapient compliant for C2 integrations overseas.

No export license or special spectrum clearance is required ensuring rapid deployment in 
30 minutes.

An increasing number of small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) share 
the skies with military aircraft, operate in the airspace over U.S. 
installations, and are employed by our Nation’s adversaries. These 
drones could pose a threat if they are misused or worse, they could be 
weaponized.

To counter this threat, Edgesource has pioneered market-leading 
technology and services for the detection of and defense against sUAS.

Developed by Edgesource Corporation’s Ornith Labs™ —
an elite team of sUAS RDT&E and C5ISR technology experts
— our proven, customizable end-to-end solution detects, identifies, 
tracks, and coordinates response to counter the growing challenges 
sUAS present – across the spectrum, from hazard to threat. 



sUAS FORENSICS

DECEPTION

NEUTRALIZE

Protect against data exfiltration, sensitive site exploitation (SSE), and 
conceal on-board data logs in the event a sUAS is lost or recovered by 
an adversary. We offer powerful cyber-hardening modules for Blue 
Force that erases log files, prevents data leakage, and shuts down the 
drone if captured and recovered.

TRAINING

 Instructor-lead or virtual training

sUAS and C-sUAS training

Red Teaming/adversary movement simulation (rUAS)

CONUS and OCONUS Mobile Training Teams (MTTs)

Scenario and exercise development

Military Occupational Safety (MOS) training curriculum

Training course development / instructional design

Cyber range development, administration, and operations

Learning Management System (LMS) creation and deployment

Although our systems are designed with minimal training and rapid 
adoption in mind, Edgesource provides a variety of training modalities 
and methods in support of cyber operations and military and civilian 
training exercises. 

¹ Restricted to USG-only.

CONTRACT VEHICLES
GSA MAS Schedule: 47QRAA18D004S

CONTACT US
909 N Washington St, Suite 200 
Alexandria, VA 22314

+1 703.837.0550
+1 877.267.EDGE (3343)

cuas@edgesource.com

ABOUT EDGESOURCE

Edgesource Corporation is a dynamic quality-driven small business delivering innovative and forward 
leaning solutions to its customers. Headquartered in Alexandria, VA, Edgesource closely supports a 
variety of federal defense and civilian customers.

With subject matter experts and a staff of cleared professionals, our personnel solve complex 
mission-critical challenges with expedience and reliability in CONUS and OCONUS environments. 
Utilizing our proven proactive management approach, we successfully develop partnerships with our 
customers, delivering agile and flexible services to each client. 

Training services include:

Windtalker™ Mobile Version

Rapidly exploit and parse data from downed and recovered enemy 
drones, aka Red-UAS (rUAS). Our Disero™1 rUAS exploitation 
toolset provides advanced capabilities for extracting, decrypting, 
and analyzing captured drone flight logs. Quickly generate reports 
based on critical event timelines and preserve the integrity of chain 
of custody. 

Deceive threat actors and reinforce deception with Spectre™,
a plug-and-play digital decoy for pilots and sUAS. 

Spectre™ is a snap-on addition to Blue Force sUAS and drones that 
broadcasts a signal that obscures the location of the drone and pilot 
and can simulate individual or drone swarms. Available with or without 
sUAS, no export or spectrum clearance is required. 


